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1. In Allergic by Megan Wagner Lloyd and Michelle Mee Nutter, what wing of the hospital does Maggie visit on floor 2?
   A. The Maternity Ward (pg 211)

2. 2-part question: In Flor and Miranda Steal the Show by Jennifer Torres, what pink animal does Flor carry that inspires Miranda during her final show? What is it wearing on its head?
   A. A gorilla AND Miranda's baseball hat. (pg 183)

3. 2-part question: In The Mixed-up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankenweiler by e.l. konnigsburg, what two terms does Claudia suggest Jamie use instead of the word "dead"?
   A. Deceased AND Passed Away (pg 154)

4. In the Lion of Mars by Jennifer L. Holm, what is the name of the smaller rover Bell uses without permission on Mars?
   A. The Enterprise NOT the Yellow Submarine (pg 42)

5. In the Lion of Mars by Jennifer L. Holm, according to Phinneus's diary what food item does commander Sai ban for making everyone gassy?
   A. Broccoli (pg 225)

6. In The Trouble with Chickens by Doreen Cronin, what academic skill does Sugar teach her family during the epilogue?
   A. Reading (pg. 119)

7. In When you Trap a Tiger by Tae Keller, what is the name of the food offering Halmoni and Lily make "for the ones who gone before us"?
   A. Kosa (pg 30)

8. In Ways to Make Sunshine by Renee Watson, what equation is written in pink icing on the cake Ryan and her mom pick up from Helen Bernhard Bakery?
   A. 2 + 1 = 3 (pg 168)

9. 2 part question: In A True Home by Kallie George, what kind of creature is Ms. J? What paper does she work for?
   A. A June Bug AND the Pinecone Press (pg 106, 163)

10. In The Midnight Children by Den Gemeinhart, when the hunter sneaks into the retirement home, what occupation is listed under Arthur Croward?
    A. Undertaker (pg 202)

11. In Rez Dogs by Joseph Bruchac, how many packages of cookies did Malian's parents send?
    A. Eight (pg 23)
12. In New From here by Kelly Yang, what skin condition does Knox have that requires lotion every day?  
   A. Eczema (pg 27)

13. In Molly and the Twin Towers a 9/11 Survival Story, Molly finds Adi in the art room buried in what?  
   A. Pillows OR a pile of pillows (pg. 55)

14. In The List of Things that Will Not Change by Rebecca Stead, what does Bea's dad say is the most surprising thing about the sound of corn growing?  
   A. It's loud (pg 216)

15. In Zeus and the Thunderbolt of Doom by Joan Holub and Suzanne Williams, what command does Zeus yell before throwing the lightning bolt down Cronus's throat?  
   A. Fly! (pg 85)

16. 2 part question: In Allergic by Megan Wagner Lloyd and Michelle Mee Nutter, what are two of the three joke names for the baby suggested by the twins and Claire after they make breakfast together?  
   A. Pancake, Grandma Junior OR Whipped Cream (pg 107)